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WATER-LEVEL DATA FROM OBSERVATION WELLS IN THE
SOUTHERN HIGH PLAINS OF TEXAS, 1965-70
Introduction
This report has been prepared to update the
previously published Texas Water Development Board
Report 21, Water-LevelData From ObservationWellsin
the Southern High Plains of Texas^ April 1966.
Together, the two volumes reflect the entire historical
periodof water-levelobservation to February 1970.
Changes in ground-water conditions in the
Southern High Plains of Texas are of major concern to
the ground-water user and to all others who areaffected
by the economy generatedby the use of groundwater in
this area.The Texas Water DevelopmentBoard receives
hundreds of requests annually for water-level data for
the area from individuals,municipal governments,indus-
tries and small businesses which are affected by the
decliningground-waterlevels.
Water-level records from approximately 1,500
wells which are located in 32 counties in the Southern
High Plains of Texas are presented in this report.Since
Report 21 was published in 1966, an observationwell
network has been established in Borden, Garza, and
Howard Counties. Records of water-levelmeasurements
from the wells in these counties are included in this
report.
The water-level measurements published in this
report are mostly from wells which penetrateonly the
Ogallala Formation. In the southernmost part of the
area, some wells also penetratea thin layer of cretaceous
age rocks which underlie the Ogallala. However, the
Ogallala and Cretaceous rocks are generally considered
to be hydroiogically interconnected in this area and
contribution from the Cretaceous strataisconsidered to
be minor.
The Ogallala Formation, the major aquifer under-
lying the Southern High Plains, varies in total thickness
from a few feet to more than 500 feet in the
approximately 31,000 square miles covered by this
1 A limited number of copies of Report 21 are currently
available for distribution upon request to the Texas Water
Development Board, P.O. Box 13087,Austin, Texas78711.
report.A large upper part of this formation, however,is
not saturated with water. The saturated thickness of the
formationvaries from less than 20 feet to more than300
feet.
Most of the wells from which water-leveldata are
obtained are in areas of large withdrawals of ground
water for irrigation, industrial, andmunicipal use. These
records enable the landowner, his consultant, or other
interested parties to calculate the thickness of saturated
formation which lies beneath his land,or in an area of
interest. This determination is made by subtracting the
depth to water below land surface (the water-level
measurement) from the total thickness of the Ogallala
Formation at that location.The total thickness of the
OgallalaFormationcan bedeterminedfrom logsof wells
which have been drilled on the landowner's property or
in the immediatearea.
Water-Level Observation Program
Observation wells are measured by the Texas
Water DevelopmentBoard in variousareas of the State
to observe changes in water levels in the principal
aquifers. The Board's Water-Level Observation Program
is directed toward the accomplishmentof several objec-
tives. These objectives are: (1) the selection, in every
major aquifer, of a network of wells that are spaced to
afford adequate data for preparation of piezometric
maps or water-tablecontour mapsreferencedto sea-level
datum; (2) annual or periodic measurement of water
levels in each well in this network made at the timeof
year when waterlevels have recoveredfrom the effect of
pumping during the season of peak water demand;
(3) the operation of continuous water-stagerecorders in
representative wells where a continuous record of
water-level changes is needed; (4) preparation of maps
and graphs that show the fluctuation of water levels as
revealed by water-level measurement; and (5) publi-
cation of water-level information and the evaluationof
the data.
The Water-LevelObservation Program of theTexas
Water DevelopmentBoard is conductedby personnelof
the Ground Water Division, a Board technical service
division, under the general direction of C.R. Baskin,
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Map of Texas ShowingArea Covered by This Report
Chief Engineer, and Richard Peckham, Director of the
Ground Water Division. This report was prepared under
the supervision of Bernard B. Baker, Assistant Director
in charge of AvailabilityPrograms,and A.Wayne Wyatt,
Head of the Water Levels Section. Tabulations of the
water-level data contained in this report wereprepared
by the Board'sElectronicData ProcessingDivision under
the direction of Mike Parker, Director, Bill Treacy,
Commercial Systems Section Head, and Walter Gersch,
Programmer.
Members of the Water Levels Section are: Charles
Cornelis, Hershel Davidson, Charles Ferguson, Steve
Moore,HerbertSpradlin,and A. Wayne Wyatt.
Fluctuation of Water Levels
In the Southern High Plains the principal long-
term changes in water levels have reflecteddecreases in
the overall volume of water stored in the aquifer.When
pumpage exceeds recharge, which is quite small in this
region, some of the water discharged from the aquifer
must be withdrawn from storage, and water levels
decline.
When a water well is pumped, the water table in
the vicinity of the wellisdrawndown in the shape of an
inverted cone with its apex at the pumped well. This
cone is commonlyreferred to as the cone of depression.
The developmentor growth of this cone dependson the
physical and hydrauliccharacteristics of the aquifer,and
on therate of pumping.
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Where extensive development takes place in an
aquifer, each well superimposes its individual cone of
depression on the cones of neighboring wells. This
results in the development of a regional cone of
depression. When the coneof onewelloverlapsthe cone
of another, interference occurs and an additionallower-
ing of water levels takes place as the wells compete for
water. The amount or extent of interference between
these cones of depression depends on the rate of
pumping from each well, thespacing between wells,and
the physical and hydrauliccharacteristicsof the aquifer.
The excessive declineof water levels is a principal
cause of increased pumping cost, decreased well yields,
abandonment of shallower wells, and in some areas an
undesirable change in water quality due to salt-water
encroachment.
Methods of Collecting Water-Level Data
Water levels in most of the observation wells are
measured on an annual basis. If possible, wells selected
for annual observation purposes shouldnot beequipped
with a pump and shouldbe locateda reasonabledistance
from heavily pumped wells.However,in areasof intense
ground-water development, such as the Southern High
Plains area, usually the only wellsavailablefor measure-
ments are equipped with large-capacity turbine pumps.
It is then necessary to measure the water levels in these
wellsafter "allowingsufficient time followingcessation of
pumping for water levels to recover to a level represen-
tative of the general area. In irrigated areas it is most
desirable to measure water levels during the winter
months when pumping is at a minimumor nonexistent
and water levelshave recovered to their highest level.
Water levels are reported as depth to water below
land surface. This depth is obtained by measuring the
distance from a permanent measuring point near the
land surface to the water level in the well, and then
subtracting the vertical distancebetween the measuring
point and the land surface. Water-level measurements in
the Southern High Plains are obtained by one of the
following methods:
(1) Wetted Steel TapeMethod
A calibrated steel tape is lowered into the
well until a portion of the lower end of the tape is
submerged in the water.The depth to water below the
well's measuring point is obtained by subtracting the
wettedportion of the lowerend from the footmarkheld
at the well's measuring point.
Water levels measured with a steel tape are
recorded in the Texas Water Development Board's
records to the nearest hundredthof a foot. The wetted
steel tape method for obtaining water-level measure-
ments is considered the most accurate, and is the
method commonly used by Texas Water Development
Board personnel.
(2) Electric-LineMethod
The electric line measuringdevice consistsof
a hand-operatedreel, a current meter, a dry-cell battery
for power, and a length of double-conductor insulated
wire with electrodes at the lowerend. The electric line
operateson the principleof a completedelectric circuit;
when the electrodes on the end of the electric line
contact the water surface in the well,the electriccircuit
is completed and is indicated on the current meter at
land surface. Calibrated markings on the electric line
provide a means for direct reading of the water level.
The electric-line method is used where water-level
measurements are unobtainablewithasteel tape,such as
in wellshaving leaky casing.
Water-level measurements obtained by this
method are recorded in the Texas Water Development
Board'srecordsto the nearest tenth of a foot.
(3) AutomaticRecorder Method
An automatic water-level recorder consists
of a float suspended by a metal tape or cable from a
recording instrument installedoverthe well.As the float
rises and falls with the water surface in the well, the
motion is transferred to a pen which graphs the
fluctuation on a clock-driven chart. The continuous
recordingof water levels in a wellaffords the best means
for observingrapid and irregular water-levelfluctuations
in areasof large ground-waterdevelopment.
Recorders are visited at frequent intervals
for maintenance,accuracy checks, and collectionof the
water-level charts. Water-level readings taken from the
charts are tabulated in the Texas Water Development
Board's records to the nearest hundredthof a foot.
Presentation of Data
For each observation well in the Texas Water
DevelopmentBoard's Water Level ObservationProgram,
the water-level measurement, date of measurement,
pertinent remarks, and initialsof the person taking the
measurement are recorded in the field on standard
forms. The fielddataare later transferred to punch cards
which enable the water-level measurements to be sta-
tistically analyzed and the results printed in a concise
tabular form by the use of computers and other data
processors.
Tabulated in this reportare recordsof water levels
from observation wells for 32 counties of the Southern
High Plains. These listings provide the following infor-
mation: well number, depth of well, elevation of land
surface in feet above mean sea level, dates of measure-
ment, measurements of water level in feet below land
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surface, and changes (decline or rise) inwater level from
the previous year's measurement. These tables are
reproduced from direct printouts of electronic data
processingequipment.
Preceding the table for each county is a well-
location map. A well symbol and the last three digitsof
the well number appear on the map at the locationof
eachwell listed in the county tabulation.
Hydrographs, showing changes in water level, are
presented for selected representativewells followingthe
respective county tabulations. The wells for which
hydrographs have been prepared are indicated on the
maps by a line beneath the wellnumber.
These hydrographs show the entire water-level
observation record, including the data tabulated in this
report and data from Report 21. The water levels
tabulated in this report are only those from January
1965 through February 1970.
Water-level measurements are presented in this
report for many wells which have been lost to the
program during the 5-year period. Most of these wells
have been abandoned and destroyed, some have had
equipment changes which make it impossible to enter
the well witha measuring device,and others have been
lost to the programfor various other reasons.
Well-Numbering System
To facilitate the location of wells and to avoid
duplication of well numbers in present and future
studies, the Texas Water Development Board has
adopted a statewidewell-numberingsystem. This system
is based on divisionof the State into a grid of 1-degree
quadrangles formedby degreesof latitudeand longitude,
and the repeated division of these quadrangles into
smalleronesas shown inthe followingdiagram.
Each 1-degreequadrangleisdivided intosixty-four
71/2 minute quadrangles,each of which isfurther divided
into nine 2Vz minute quadrangles. Each 1-degree quad-
rangle in the State has been assigned an identification
number. The sixty-four 71/2-minute quadrangles are
numbered consecutively from left to right, beginning in
the upper left-hand corner of the 1-degree quadrangle,
and the nine 21/2-minute quadrangles within each 7M>-
minute quadrangle are similarly numbered.The first 2
digits of a wellnumber identifythe 1-degreequadrangle;
the 3rdand 4th,the 71/2-minute quadrangle; the sth digit
identifies the 21/2-minute quadrangle;andthe last 2digits
identify the well within the 21/2-minutequadrangle.
On the well-location maps in this report, the
1-degree grid lines are identified with large open-block
numerals, and the 71/2-minute quadrangles are numbered
in their northwest corners. The 3-digit number shown
with the well symbol contains the number of the
21/2-minute quadrangle in which the well is locatedand
the numberof the well within that quadrangle.
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Water-Level Measurements In Andrews County
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27-51-701 61-17 12-03-65 68,94 0.69
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ANDREWS COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






Water-Level Measurements In Armstrong County
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OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-





































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN fcATFR
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RlSfc


































06-62-501 479 297 3314. 01-11-65 178.41 C.16
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ARMSTRONG COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECtNTL.Y OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY QR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Armstrong County
21
Water-Level Measurements In Bailey County
22
Location of Observation Wells in Bailey County
23
Bailey County water level measurements,in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping







































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENQTFS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY GR. NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH bLEVATIQN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN kATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE-
-10-41-402 IB 01-14-70 143.34 20,06




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-42-503 34C 170 01-08-69 118.43 11.12
01-14-70 112.95 5.48





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





01-14-70 79.38 . 8.17
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























10-57-102 212 3940. 01-06-65 77.32 0.55












WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY HR NEARBY WFLL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATiaN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-57-201 102 3872. 01-15-70 27.11 1,86




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND M.ENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
OECLINE RISE
10-59-101 542 3893.33 01-11-69 115.32 3.51
01-15-70 112.57 2.75



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-01-201 574 4016.6 01-10-68 207,55 2.22
01-08-69 205,09 2.46
01-16-70 203.94 1.15












24-09-201 15-61 218 01-07-65 149.66 5.62




















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



















Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Bailey County and Precipitation at Muleshoe
37
Water Level Measurements InBorden County
38
Location of Observation Wells in Borden County
39



















28-03-601 37 12-17-69 28.30
28-03-602 50 12-17-69 24.60
28-03-901 145 12-17-69 28.53
28-04-701 61 12-17-69 32.39
28-04-702 60 12-17-69 32.75
28-12-102 2950. 12-17-69 30.85
28-12-402 70 12-17-69 38.75
41
Water-Level Measurements In Briscoe County
42
Location of Observation Wells in Briscoe County
43





























































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPiO RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WILL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WILL OF OF LAND MINT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE







Hydrograph of Selected Well in Briscoe County and Precipitation at Silverton
49
Water-Level Measurements in Carson County
50
Location of Observation Wells in Carson County
51































































































































06-32-703 D-16 511 01-15-69 173,90 4,50
52
CARSON COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPOD RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE












































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MiASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WILL OF OF LAND MINT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-37-601 P-17 7*o 01«i9-6l 154,05 2,10




06-37*801 F-23 688 01-18-65 358,85 0,75






























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE









































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MINT LfVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE






































WATER LEVEL MfASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OP OF LAND MBNT LIVEL *ROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPfD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE










































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISK










































OLD DIPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE





06-46-801 L-12 419 3425,3 02-03-65 335,20 1,25
12-18-65 337,60 2,40
01-U-67 340,05 2,45
01-24-68 343,00 2 t95
12-14-68 346,20 3,20
11-12-69 349,10 2,90


























WATER UEVIt MfASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MiASURE* CHANGf IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL *RQM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE
06-52-301 J-17 243 01*11-69 211,55 2,65
11-12-69 213,50 1.95

























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Carson County
and Precipitation at Panhandle
65
Water-Level Measurements In Castro County
66
Location of Observation Wells in Castro County
67

















































































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
10-21-901 117 230 OUI3-69
01-13-70 133,47 6,43






































OLO DiPTH ELEVATION OATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MCNT LEVEL FRCIM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-24-401 321A OUU-70 187,75 0,11




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN Mflj BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED
♥ OINOTIS WELL PUMPID RECENTLY OR NIARBY WEU PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MgASURE* CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DF OF LAND MINT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-29-601 614 3934,9 01-09-69 234,32 10,13
01-13-70 8117,30 2,90
10-29-701 604 3943,9 01*07-61 227,64 6,84
01-07*66 221,00 6,64















01-14-70 216,95 BtU*8 tU*

















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NIARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
10-30-505 1*52 403 OUOS-68 213,59 3,22
Ol»lO-69 216,60 3,01
01-13-70 219,05 2,45


































WATER LEVIL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WBLL OF OF LAND MINT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-31-501 3*o 01-05-61 200,02 8,13
01*09*6? 199,62 0,40
01«U-70 204,69 5,07
10-31-601 732 251 01.06-65 142 t6l 3,47
01-11-66 145,22 2,61
01*05-67 150,52 5,30
01*11-61 152,00 lf 4B
01*09*69 154,15 2,15
01-15-70 157,52 3,37
























10-32-701 202 A 250 3771,7 01-06-69 192,00 6,10
74
CASTRO COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MgASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPID RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS








































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WILL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE






































WATiR LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-40-702 394 305 3665,4 01-08-63 152,98 4,06
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPfD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE































Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Castro County and Precipitation at Dimmitt
81
Water-Level Measurements In Cochran County
82
Location of Observation Wells in Cochran County
83
Cochran County water level measurements, in feet, below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recentlyor nearby wellpumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


























































































24-10-301 51 3843,4 01-07-65 94,69 0,34
84
COCHRAN COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, JN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVfL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN fcATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT^ IN FECTj BELOW LAND
♥DENOTES WELL PUMP|D RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL
SURFACE
PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER






































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE


































24-18-901 40 3769,0 01-06-65 117,60 0,57
89
COCHRAN COUNTY
WATER lEVCI MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BEI.QW (.AND SURFACE * CONTINUED




DUD DEPTH EIBVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WBU QF OF UAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURPACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE





24-19-101 F-l 3749,5 01-06-63 139,80 5,03












24-19-401 25 217 3736,0 01-06-65 148,44 2,87
01-05-66 150,49 2,05
01-04-67 154,28 3,7901-09-6$ 153,03 1,25
01-18-69 152,33 0,70
01-15-70 150,95 1,38













WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISt
24-19-502 12 3754,3 01-15-70 166,80 0,77




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
24-20-402 42 192 3664,0 01-15-69 149,57 0,30
02«i2-70 148,47 1,10



































WATER LEV&L MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE "« CONTINUED* OINOTES WELL PUMP|O RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
24-33-701 57 OU2I-7O 129,67 0,51




































WATER LEVIL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
24-36-101 61-10 269 3659, 01-17-69 179,09 0,30
01-22-70 180,03 0,94
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE hise
25-40-601 56 01-18-69 151,18 0,12
01-21-70 150,22 0,96
95
Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Cochran County
and Precipitation at Morton
97
Water-Level Measurements In Crosby County
98
Location of Observation Wells in Crosby County
99























































































23-13-604 01 210 01-04-63 169,50 1,62
01«03-66 192,00 22,50
23-13-703 17A 333 01-08-63 173,16 8,25
100
CROSBY COUMTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN *EET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN fEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DID DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KlSfc
25-15-501 «17 400 01-U-69 261,83 0,81
01-08-70 262,39 0,56



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
23-20-602 340 A 370 01-06-70 189,88 1,71




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENQTFS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPJNG
STATE DLO OEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DP OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
23-21-901 338 01*15-69 168,6? 3,10
01-07-70 172,92 4,25
23-22-106 61 342 01-08-65 226,17 4,21
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN F6ET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NfARBY WELL PUMPJNG
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WILL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACS MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE m CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RfCENTLY OR NiARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DIPTH ELEVATION DATE MIASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *JSE











































WATER IEVtI M|ASUREMENTS# IN FEET# BiIQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




DID DEPTH lIEVATIQN DAT§ MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU OF OP lAND M6NT LEVEL PRIVIDUS
NUMBER WEU SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DICIINI RISE
23-31-101 300 01-08-70 ?2l»28 1,04













Hydrograph of Selected Well in Crosby County and Precipitation at Crosbyton
109
Water-Level Measurements In Dawson County
110
Location of Observation Wells in Dawson County
111



















































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN PEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY QR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE


































28-03-401 266 3001,0 01-07-65
113
OAWSON COUNTY




OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE


































28-17-606 188 A 81 2925,1 01-05-65 73,83 0,25
114
DAWSDN COUNTY




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WILL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE


































28-23-301 310 235 01-05-65 116,92 18,02
115
DAWSQN COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE




























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Dawson County
and Precipitation at Lamesa
117
Water-Level Measurements In Deaf Smith County
118
Location of Observation Wells in Deaf Smith County
119













































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WILL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WBLL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Kisfc














07-61-302 3869 01-09-68 177,36
01-10-69
01-U-70 185,02 7,66




















WATER LEViL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET# BELOW UNO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENDTPS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATEP
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF DF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ise


















10-03-901 FOl2 325 01-16-65 223,28 4,91
01-09-66 227,39 4,11
01-12-67 231.R7 4,48
10-03-902 2417 A 330 01*10-68 235,39
01-09-69 238,59 3,20
01*10-70 241,40 2,81













WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-04-201 01-10-70 268,60 27,32






10-04-501 566 285 4042,4 01-16-65 230,89 8,52
01*05-66 240,67 9,78
01-12-67 247,48 6,81





10-04-602 4141 318 09-16-69 229,76
01-10-70 233,80 4,04


















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED




OLD DiPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN fcATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLIME *IS6
10-05-501 20; 212 3941,1 01-»;o«69 186,32 11,15*
01-10-70 180,98 5,34



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DfNOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPJNG
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DF OF LANO MENT LEVEL t«OM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KlSf





































WATER LEVIL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
10-07-403 216 290 3793, 01-06-68 122,00 5,56
01-07-69 128,16 6,16
01-12-70 129,52 1,36
10-07*404 289 01-08-68 138,38
01*07-69 139,21 0,83
01-12-70 141,20 1,99































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WILL PUMPID RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE
10-11-501 D203 264 4040,9 01*09-70 185,25 0,80




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN wATEK
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM KREVIUUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASURED NT
DECLINE hisl


































10-12-902 514 178 01-15-65 153,15 3,85
130
DEAF SMITH COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-12-902 514 178 01*06-66 162,98 4,83
01-09-67 165,45 2,47




10-13*103 2403 352 01-08-69 158,86
01-09-70 172,63 13,77



























WATER LEVH MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* OENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Hist






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FRPM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE


































10-14-702 934 160 3860,2 01-U-65 166,08 16,65
133
DEAP SMITH COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
W£U OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Deaf Smith County and Precipitation at Hereford
135
Water-Level Measurements In Donley County
136
Location of Observation Wells in Donley County
137
Donley County water level measurements, in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE "ISE

















































































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE







Hydrograph of Selected Well in Donley County and Precipitation at Clarendon
141
Water-Level Measurements in Floyd County
142
Location of Observation Wells in Floyd County
143





















































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* JN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPgD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE JN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NgARBY WEL.L PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












11-52-604 112 281 01-22-65 142,05 7,01
























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DINOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
11-52*903 161 313 01-09-69 165,64 4,63
01-13-70 167,25 1,61













11-53-101 57 3304,9 01-22-65 149,85 1,44
01-26-66 155,99 6,14
01-09-67 157,20 1.21
















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, lELOW LAND






OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






11-53-204 2676 217 ONU«69
ol*U-69 149,52
ONU-70 150,38




































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MBASURE-






11-53-703 139 216 3284,3 01-10-68 172,99 6,40
01-13-69 161,80
01-U-70 163,65 Uil91,85



























































WATER LEVSU MEASUREMENTS* IN FfET# BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELIVATIQN DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
























11-60-601 472 293 3273,4 01-06-65 149,02 5,69
01-37-66 157,90 8,88













WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRPM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
11-60-901 510 309 3245,7 01-12-70 156,35 4,93






11-61-102 493 275 01-15-65 163,72 3,55
01*26-66 167,49 3,77






11-61-104 428A01-15-65 150,34 4,98
01-27-66
01-10-67 163,14 12,80
01-09-6 A 168,81 5,67
01-08-69 172,09 3,28
01-12-70 177,75 5,66






11-61-110 2870 403 03-06-69 172,73
01.12-70 176,79 4,06






WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN MET, BELOW UNO SURFACE * CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION OATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
11-61-203 435 28032789 01-08*69
01-12-70 193,30 6,66






11-61-301 442A 3255,0 02-16-63 41,33 2,02
02-02-66 42,10 0,77
01-09-67 41,31 0,59
























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPEO RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





















































































OLD DEPTH ELIVATIQN DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WILL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURPACi MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN F|fTi BELOW LAND






OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






11-62-902 240 03-05-70 158,34


































































OLD DEPTH EL6VATIQN DATE MEASURE* CHANCE IN WATER
W6LL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
23-04-501 546 367 3245,5 01*08-68
01-06-69 182,39 9,41
01*12-70 186,30 4,U


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPiO RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HiSE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ILEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OP OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE
23-06-802 612 390 3141,4 01-04-68 222,83 6,06
01-07-69 220,88 1,95
01-19-70 223,36 2,48
23-07-101 365 3135. 01-06-65
02-01-66 209,89 0,90*
01-09-67 211,35 1,46
21-07-103 3097 383 01-05-68 229,47
01-14-69 246,45 16,98
01-15-70 246,56 0,11
























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
23-07-601 610A 3104,1 01*04-68 292,43 6,53
01-13-69 291,34 1,09
01*19-70 291,72 0,38


















23-08-301 637 370 02-10-63 254,42 1,85
01-31-66 261,55 7,13
01-10-67 260,06 1,49
















OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE










































WATiR LEVEL MfASUREMgNTS, IN FEETj BELOW LANO SURFACE « CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION OAT| MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
23-13*301 414 3173, 02-U-65 192,27 13,23
01-H-66 204,36 12,09
23-13-302 400 03-07-69 216,73
01-19-70 220,21 3,48
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELQW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUfD* DENOTES WELL PUMPfQ RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE ftISE







Hydrograph of Selected Well in Floyd County and Precipitation at Abernathy
163
Water-Level Measurements In Gaines County
164
Location of Observation Wells in Gaines County
165


































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELIVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE













































WATER LEVH MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELfVATION DATE MIASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF QF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELQW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WILL OP OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


















27-09-201 A134 97 12-03-69 72,90






27-09-902 157 12-05-69 76,62






27-10-801 178 150 3429,1 01-05-65 83,05 4,80
169
GAINES COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW UNO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE

















27-12*714 212 12-02-69 65,80
27-13*101 206 125 3280,3 01-06-65 77,39 2,39
01*06-66 81,28 3,89
01-04-67 81,20 0,08














WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE <■ CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
27-17-604 215 3460, 12-04-69 68,77























27-21-201 90 94 3178.90 12-02-69 68,74
27-21-701 152 A193 3170,9 12-08-69 86,3c
27-25-101 12,8 77 3500.3 12-05-69 65,26










OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WHL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
27-23-301 207 185 3158,6 01-10-69 90,03 4,18
12-05-69 81,66 8,37
27-26-101 130 3400, 12-05-69 82,45
27-26-701 201 3356,9 12*05-69 97,80












27-28*301 100 3196,6 12.08-69 70,04
27-28*603 100 3190, 12*08-69 33,05
27-29*901 200 3068, 12*08-69 80,80
27-30-101 93 3117. 12wOB-69 70,41
27-30«801 84 3042, 12*08-69 50,78
172
Hydrograph of Selected Well in Gaines County and Precipitation at Loop
173
Water-Level Measurements In Garza County
174
Location of Observation Wells in Garza County
175



















21*44*102 271 11-28-69 138,35
02*13-70 135,84 2,51
23-44-606 104 11*28-69 79,60













23-52-601 110 12-05-69 47,22








Water-Level Measurements In Gray County
178




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND






OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-


































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NiARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MfASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE


































05-28-201 5 630 03-05-65 341,90 0,65
181
GRAY COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPgD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER *ELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




DLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE WISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY. OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATJQN DATE MfASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Gray County and
Precipitation at Panhandle
185
Water-Level Measurements InHale County
186




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FE6T, BELOW LAND
♥OENOTBS WELL PUMPfD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL
I SURPACE
PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL **QM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE


































11-42-701 105 280 3479, 01-08-65
189
HALE COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMP|D RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WILL OP OP LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





U-42-801 285 237 3460, 01-07-65 140,40 13,88
























11-43-410 235 01-07-65 124,33 7,91




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR N6ARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































11-49*103 36 202 01-08-65 165,33 Ui?2
191
HALE COUNTY




OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WfiLL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE*- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
























11-50-802 5088 01-08-63 141,80 14,29












WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELBVATIQN DATE MfASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
11-51-102 238 3390, 01*11-69 145,78 4,44
01-09-70 133,20 12,58



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY 0* NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRfiM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
11-51-502 1403 150 01*11-69 136,68 0,88
01-09-70 128,07 8,61









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LfVEL FROM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































U-57-501 V-58 310 3468,68 01-08-65 132,35 4,67
196
HALE CDUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Hist


































11-59-103 S-100 181 3381, 01-09-65 149,52 8,97
197
HALE COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELQW LANO SURFACE w CONTINUE?




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE "* CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR N6ARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE
11-59-803 01-07-65 135,29 4,24
01-09-66
OUO7-67 145,68 10,39


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPfD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER









































* 01-12-69 166,4201-07-70 164,87
6,02
1,55






























OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN *ATE*
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































23-04-502 964 339 01-07-65 161,94 11,64
201
HALE COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE
\ £ " -
NUMBER
OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE








































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION PATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Hale County and Precipitation at Plainview
205
Water-Level Measurements InHemphill County
206
Location of Observation Wells in Hemphill County
207
HemphillCounty water level measurements, in feet, below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recentlyor nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE






























































































Water-Level Measurements In Hockley County
210
Location of Observation Wells in Hockley County
211

























































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANCE IN *ATE*
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL **0M PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE































24-16-403 458 A 138 3375, 01-08-65 106,14 7,97







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WILL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS













24-21-902 2638 01-07-65 153,64 0,86
01-05-66 159,02 5,38
01-U-67 167,94 8,92


















24-22-802 163 01-08-65 121,74 5,19
217
HOCKIEY COUNTY




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANCE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUM&ER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Kjse






























24-24-402 4298 190 01-14-68 152,41 17,49
0U22-69 150,90 1,51
01-08-70 154,62 3,72








OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELSVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *m






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND. SURFACE *" CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MgASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE










































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURPACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Hockley County and Precipitation at Littlefield
225
Water-Level Measurements InHoward County
226
Location of Observation Wells in Howard County
227
Howard County water level measurements,in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE
28-27-901 118 12-11-69 108,52
28-28-701 128 12-11-69 111,90
28-35-901 65 12-11-69 18,95
28-36-201 136 12-11-69 120,62
28-36-802 12-11-69 17,61
28-37-101 160 12-15-69 140,40
28-39-401 180 12-15-69 82,50
28-44-501 50 04-29-67 25,00
12-11-69 32,70 7,70
28-44-902 77 12-16-69 46,55
28-52-101 50 12-16-69 33,91
28-52-501 75 12-16-69 37,00
28-53-501 255 2777, 12-17-69 217,95
28-59-201 70 2533. 12-16-69 40,90
28-59-301 108 12-16-69 65,22
28-60-101 70 12-16-69 56,80
28-62-102 289 12-16-69 230,88
229
Water-Level Measurements In Lamb County
230








OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-








































10-44-802 4071 269 03-12-69 75,39
01-11-70 76,86 L«7









WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE m CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NIARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-43*401 202 3792, 01-14-69 128,57 3,07
01-11-70 132,16 3,59



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE «" CONTINUED
♥ OENOTIS WELL PUMPIO RECENTLY OR NgAR&Y WEU PUMPJNG
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MIASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WILL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-46-801 57 210 3717,93 01*04-68
01-13-69 134,83 21i33
01*11-70
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, JN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-52-201 200 3732, 01-07-65 37,64 0,61
10-52-202 02*27-69 41,90
01*11-70 43,77 1,87









































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSE











10-54-101 B-138 187 3688,1 01-07-65 78,81 3,63


























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
























01-12-70 67,77 . 0,24
02-U-70 68,15 0,38

















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE *" CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE xiSE
10-55-401 335 3671, 01-05-68 157,35 3,30
01-U-69
01-U-70 158,34 0 (99
02-U-70 158,66 0,32






























10-56-403 340 01-07-65 151,75 6,47
239
LAMB COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE








































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FR.HM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* OENQTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEAKBV WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «IS£







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Hist






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* JN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAN.Q MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




01-16-69 127,13 2,1701-06-70 127,05 0,08

























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Lamb County and Precipitation at Muleshoe
247
Water-Level Measurements In Lubbock County
248
Location of Observation Wells in Lubbock County
249
Lubbock County water level measurements,in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby wellpumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECUNE HISE




























































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *IS£






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































23-17-501 702 170 3307, 01-22-65 118,61 0,50
252
LUBBDCK COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISE





23-17-502 1987 107 02-12-69 72,36
01-12-70 71,00 1,36






























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL F«OM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise
23-17-706 736 A 3293, 01-08-69 100,40 0,55
01-13-70 99,13 1,27












23-17-804 398 A 3256, 04-12-63
01-U-66
01-05-67 65,22 12,69




















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE n CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISi












































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANCE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


















23-18-702 83 115 3250, 01-20-63
01-14-66 84,27 3,69





















OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
23-19-301 497 210 3241,5 01-16-70 187,56 1,53


























23-19-502 560 206 01-20-65
01-U-66 133,69 12 tO6
01-07-67 133,94 0,25







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
23-19-70), 4Q3A 108 3189,4 01-15-70 92,02 2,23


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTJNUEO* DENOTES WELL PUMPgD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
























23-25-303 154 160 01-19-65 82,79 1,24
01-18-66 84,84 2,05
01-05-67 84,82 0,02












WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANQ SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE















































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE






































WATER UEVEU MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW UNO SURFACE m CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WEIL PUMPgD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WEU PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET* BELQW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DfcPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise


































23-34-701 1?24 149 10-20-67 121,00
264
LUBBOCK COUNTY




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
23-34-701 1224 149 01-23-68 118,20 2,80
01-09-69 117,74 0,46
01-08-70 118,98 1,24
























23-34-806 5723 200 10-17-67 138,08
01-21-70 134,97 3,11






WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM mrevJOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE
23-34-902 3768 168 01-07-69 130,55 0,25
01*10-70 131,11 0,56



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE*- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL DP OP LAND MEMT LEVEL W* PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise



























23-36-402 145 10-25-67 105,69
01-23-68 104,09 1,60








WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATJQN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL F*flM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































24-24-201 99 01-19-65 71,09 7,98
268
LUSBQCK COUNTY




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UP OF LANO MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE























24-24-602 10AA 06-U-69 80,29
01-23-69 82,40 2,11
01-13-70 81,31 1.C9











WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE m CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
24-32-301 766 A 205 01*08-68 142,86 3,70
01*08-69 141,06 1,80
01*07-70 141,71 0,65































24-40-601 787 192 3315, 01-21-65 121,93 3,85
270
LUBBDCK COUNTY




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL QF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE












Hydrograph of Selected Well in Lubbock County, and Precipitation and Evaporation at Lubbock
273
Water-Level Measurements In Lynn County
274
Location of Observation Wells in Lynn County
275
Lynn County water level measurements, in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumpedrecently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
OECLINfc Kisfc




































































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kjse






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPgD RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































MATER LEVBL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED
♥DINOUS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPJNG
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL UP OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE « CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINfc K ISE









































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DP OP LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE


































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Lynn County and Precipitation at Slaton
283
Water-Level Measurements In Martin County
284
Location of Observation Wells in Martin County
285
Martin County water level measurements, in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumpedrecentlyor nearbywell pumping



































































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET# BELOW LANQ SURFACE
-
CONTJNUIO* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL. FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
COMTjNUfc-0




nLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN KATE*
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRPM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KJSF





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE « CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPfD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL DUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
28-41-901 E-7 140 12-08-69 62,00 0,41





20-49-201 H-22 100 2797, 12-02-65 79,97 0,21
12-07-66 82,13 2,16
12-02-67 80,08 2,05















28-49-704 H-19 132 12-02-65 117,44 3,42
12-07-66 115,04 .2,40







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR N6ARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DP OF LAND MEMT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET# BELOW LANO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Martin County and Precipitation at Midland
293
Water-Level Measurements In Oldham County
294
Location of Observation Wells in Oldham County
295
OLDHAM COUNTY





































07-54-301 446A 3938,9 01-12-65 201,69 4,54















Water-Level Measurements In Parmer County
298




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELLI SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATJQN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL
NUMBER





























































09-48-301 406 380 4115, 01-18-65 206,08 Ul3
300
PARMER COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY wEU PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DAT? MEASURE- CHANGE JN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL UF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
Df.CLINL KISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW UNO SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN fcATER
WELL OP OP LAND MENT LEVEL F*OM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECHNfc *ISE





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPEO RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRGM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINfc KISE
10-20-502 liA 204 01-06-69 162,37 0,56
01^21-70 172,94 10,57


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CQNTJNVfcB* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY HR NEARBY *ELL PUMPJNQ
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL UF OF L^NO MENT LEVEL FROM DEVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL PF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
10-27-301 367 456 4055,3 01-07-69 291,67 11,78*
01-22-70



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN wATgR
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WfcLL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
OECLINE *ISE
10-33-301 10A 01-08-69 252,38 9,35*
01*22-70



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE^ CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF QF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISC-
-10-34-301 390 4024,2 01-22-70 213,08 7,47




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE "ISE
10-35-501 393 3*6 4008, 01-22-69 220,23 2,45
01-24-70 231,27 11,04






10-35-701 381 3991. 01-16-65 195,13 0,62
01-12-66 198,21 3,08
01-07-67 202,93 4,72
10-35-702 385 01-04-68 213,42
01-09-69 217,35 3,93
01-24*70 223,25 5,90


















10-36-601 366 3901, 01-16-65 169,26 5,01
308
PARMER COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, JN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE « CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISE











10-41-201 4A 260 01-18-65 143,21 2,89
01-14-66 154,42 11,21
01-06-67 146,34 8,08
01-04-6* 157,79 llt 45
01-09-69 164,77 6,98*
01-23-70 165,72 0,95






















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET# BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

























Hydrograph of Selected Well in Parmer County
311
Water-Level Measurements InPotter County
312
Location of Observation Wells in Potter County
313
POTTER COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOw LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPJNG









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE K1SE





















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPID RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE K156




Water-Level Measurements In Randall County
316
Location of Observation Wells in Randall County
317
Randall County water level measurements,in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE MSt























































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
06-57-802 230 01-U-65 132,27 2,54
01-06-66 136,34 4,07
01-09-67 148,58 12,24
01-12-68 144,60 3,98 .
01-17-69 142,74 1,86
01-15-70 144,13 1,39
































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* JN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPEH RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE kise:







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF QF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE











































WATER LEVEL NtASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PbMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN fcATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRfiM frevIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUKMENT
DECLINE *ISE
07-64-903 1378 2^o 3701.8 01-15-70 148,12 7,68




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
11-09-301 221 01-02-69 158,74 0,34
01-U-70 159,76 1,02
























11-10-201 185 01-12-65 151,74 0,01
01-04-66 152,11 0,37
01-09-67 152,69 0,58
11-10-301 875 178 01-U-70 124,33





WATER LtVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOw LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





11-10-402 2H 3658,0 01-U-68 170,84 0,36
01-02-69 171,41 0,57
01-U-70 181,47 10,06


























































WATER IRVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN E6E?| BJ3LD* LAND SURFACE
-
CO^TlfwF.u* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECEMTL.Y OR MfcARBY WELL PUHPING
STATF DLO DtPTH ELEVATIQN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATE-P
WELI
NUMBER
WEU DF DP LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER «ELL SURFACE MEASnKf- -»E NT
DECLINE KISE




Hydrograph of Selected Well in Randall County, and Precipitation and Evaporation at Amarillo
327
Water-Level Measurements InRoberts County
328
Location of Observation Wells in Roberts County
329
Roberts County water level measurements, in feet, below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Hist




























































05-20-201 34 160 2676, 01-13-65 43,57 2,12
331
Water-Level Measurements in Swisher County
332
Location of Observation Wells in Swisher County
333















































































11-18-701 507 195 3577, 01-11-65 157,75 16,08
01-10-66
01-07-67 159,91 2,16




















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL UF DF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER yvELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Kisfc










11-20-801 167 3396. 01-U-6!) 98,64 8,49
01-10-66 106,42 7,78
01-07-67 115,40 8,98
























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE " CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE" CHANCE IN WATER
WEIL
NUMBER
WELL OF- OF LAND MENT LEVEL F«OM PREVIOUSNUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE Hist






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY HR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLO DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM HHEViaUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU UF QP LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
li-28-501 124 188 3398, 01-17-70




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET/ BELUw LAND* DENDTfcS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEpumping
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





11-34-701 438 214 3546. 01-U-69 197,10
01-19-70
2,65











11-34-901 333 3511, 01-09-65 118,27 2,18
01-10-66 121,91 3,64









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* OENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRUH PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
U-36-101 705 171 33*5. 01-U-65 92,14 4,71
OUiO-66 91,40 0,74
01-08-67 93,60 2,20


















U-36-901 743 162 3329, OUO9-65 102,50 7,02
01-08-66 110,04 7,54
01-08-67 112,58 2,54













WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE * CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-* CHANGE IN kAT£P
WELL UF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FKDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KlSfc
11-42-201 448 3522, 01-19-70 175,97 0,63










































WATER LEVfL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY QR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DiPTH ELEVATJQN DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WILL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Swisher County and Precipitation at Plainview
343
Water-Level Measurements In Terry County
344
Location of Observation Wells in Terry County
345



































24-45-201 12A 04*20-68 143,85
12-01-69 144,11 0,26
24-45-601 203 175 01-05-65 170,70 9,87*
01-08-66 168,25 2,45
24-45-602 13A 12-02-69 162,75






























24-46-101 HA 04-28-68 123,65
12-02-69 124.22 0,57
24-46-301 no 12-01-69 114,15
24-46-701 14A 12-02-69 130,50




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY Oft NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN *ATE«
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE MSE
24-46-801 202 177 3368,1 01-05-67 124,82 0,35
01*20-68 126,58 1,76
01-13-69 131,41 4,83
12^02-69 131,19 , 0,?2


















24-47-601 T9 12-02-69 101,44
24-47-703 15A 12-02-69 102,00
24-47-901 T8 12-02-69 88,26








WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE » CONTJNJ£D* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE HISt





24-52-301 26A 12-03-69 109,87
























24-55-301 A-l 12-01-69 21,99




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE




24-55-501 A-2 12-01-69 64,61
24-55-701 T3 12-01-69 46,30






24-60-302 25A 12-03-69 84,62






24-60-901 23A U-03-69 120,12













WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY Oft NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OP LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER aELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KISE
24-61-401 126 320 3336,5 12-03-69 61,90 21,06






24-62-401 24A 12-03-69 96,66
24-62-601 T4 12-01-69 117,20
24-62-901 T5 12-01-69 94,92
24-63-101 T7 12-01-69 41,76












24-64-702 T6 12-01-69 27,82
27-04-201 22A 12-03-69 94,«2
27-05-101 21A 12-03-69 93,38
350
TERRY COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET,* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR BELOW LANDNEARBY WELL
SURFACE
PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANCE IN nATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND
NUMBER WELL SURFACE
MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
OECLINE KISE
27-05-201 2QA 12-03-69 93,29
27-06-101 19A 12-03-69 96,08
















27-07-101 18A 12-03-69 96,71
















27-07-301 16A 04-20-63 84,27
12-03-69 84,15 0,12
27-08-201 17A 12-03-69 91,26
351
Hydrograph of Selected Well in Terry County and Precipitation Near Brownfield
353
Water-Level Measurements in Yoakum County
354
Location of Observation Wells in Yoakum County
355
Yoakum County water level measurements,in feet,below land surface. *Denotes well pumped recently or nearby well pumping









MENT LEVEL FRHM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
24-41-401 Yll 03-16-69 117,09
12-08-69 120,81 3.72
24-41-601 Yl2 03-16-68 96,15
12-08-69 96,65 0,50
















24-42-801 Yl3 03-18-68 160,23
12-10-69 159,08 1.15


















24-43*401 Y42 03-16-68 111,19
12-10-69 111.70 0,51
24-43-701 Y4O 03-17-69 95,98
12-10-69 93,70 2.28
24-44-101 Y4l 03-16-68 1*1.57
12-10-69 140,91 0,66
24-49-401 Yl6 03-16-69 121.42










WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRQM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE *ISE
24-49-501 172 3724,2 01-11-69 88,96 0,68
12-08-69 92,?3 3,27
24-49-702 VlB 03-18-68 113,24
12-09-69 113,80 0,56
24-49-901 Y22 03-18-68 93,08
12-09-69 92,90 0,18
24-50-201 Yl4 03-16-68 151,21
12-08-69 151,33 0,12
24-50-402 Yl5 12-08-69 69,10
24-50-801 Y27 03-17-69 86,05
12-09-69 86,37 0,32
24-51-101 Y39 03-17-68 122,21
12-10-69 119,98 2,23
24-51-201 Y3BA 12-05-69 79,48












24-51-901 Y44 03-16-6B 73,76
357
YQAKUM COUNTY
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE « CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY PR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WEU
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE KiSE
24-51-901 Y44 12-05-69 72,20 1,56
24-52-101 Y36 03-16-66 65,53
12-05-69 68,86 3,33
24-52-701 Y35 12*03-69 83,29
24-57-201 Y49 12*09-69 61,51
24-57-301 163 146 3660,2 01-05-65 92,75 8,08
Ql-07-66 92,79 0,04
01-03-67 90,18 2,61
01-21-6 A 90,00 0,18
01-11-69 89,16 0,84
12-09-69 89,72 0,56












24-57-801 Y24 12-09-69 61,R6








WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





24-58-201 Y26 03*17-68 91,71











24-58-801 Y25 03-18-68 74,45
12-09-69 81,17 6,72
24-59-301 Y46 03-16-68 117,63
12-05-69 119,47 1,84



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY HR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL PROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUK^ENT
DECLINE kise
25-48-901 166 3784,5 OUU-69 57,30 0,92
12-08-69 60,70 3,40


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LANO MENT LEVEL NIOM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WfcLL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE «ISF
25-64-601 153 138 3712.4 01-05-63 68,50 2,53
01-06-66 69,32 0.82
01-03-67 70,34 1,02
25-64-801 Yl 03-U-68 74,60
12-09-69 75,20 0,60


































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN KATEK
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF DF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINk MSE






















27-03-203 Y32 12-05-69 131,45
27-04-101 Y33 03-16-68 98,14
12.05-69 100,34 2,20
